
EBU Tournament Review

Event: National Pairs Final Date: 06.04.19 Venue: Hilton Warwick

TD's: Nicole Barclay, David Stevenson

Did you enjoy the event?

Very much 17 Yes 4 No 0

In principle how likely are you to enter this event again (assuming same format etc)

Definitely would 15 Probably 6 Unlikely 0 Not 0

Reasons for would not:

Please mark only the aspect of the event which were 'excellent' and those which 'require

improvement'

Excellent Improvement

18 Venue 2

17 Playing conditions 1

16 Schedule 2

19 Competition format 1

17 Directors/Organisation 1

12 Catering/refreshments 6

13 Pre-congress service 0

Would you have preferred (choose any which apply):

Earlier start 3 Earlier finish 3 Longer intervals 4

Later start 1 Later finish 1 Shorter intervals 2

Did you?

Commute to event 3 Stay at venue hotel 16 Stay elsewhere 2

Total Returns 22

Number of attendees 100

Comments

One of the better hotels for this type of EBU event x5

Hotel is a good central location with plenty of free parking x2

Hotel refreshments were very pricy - need a special bridge rate for teas and coffee x2

Breaks were poorly scheduled - one shortly after breakfast, then not one for four hours x1

Need to know sooner if going to be invited to play.  Give original top 50 qualifiers a

date deadline by which they have to accept x1

Food was very good. x1

Lunch time service slow and break not long enough x1

TD slow to call move and announce that there was going to be an arrow-switch x1

Nicole very helpful with seated position x1

No Green Points awarded to lower field although all have qualified nationally.  A poor

reward compared to a Swiss event x1

Nick very helpful prior to event x1

Would prefer a 11.00am with short breaks and finish in time for dinner at 7.00pm x1

Much too expensive x1


